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Prompt Given:

CSS Exam stands for Central Superior Service Exam. This Exam is conducted by
Federal Public Service Commission (FPSC) Islamabad for the recruitment of
candidates to posts (BS-17) in various elite services under the Federal
Government. I am going to share some of its English Past papers. Suppose you
are a high-calibre professor. Now, you have to analyze these papers deeply and
prepare an English Essay Paper for 2023 with the same creativity, approach, and
format.

This is CSS Essay Paper 2022.
An analysis of the concept of globalization of markets.1.
Digital democracy: social media and political participation.2.
Global trade and trade policies of China.3.
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.”4.
Global politics and international relations.5.
The controversial issues of feminism in contemporary women’s rights6.
movements
World food systems: the economics of agriculture.7.
Is there such a thing as ethical consumerism?8.
Human development and economic sustainability.9.
How is terrorism and its perception shaped by the Mass Media?10.
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This is CSS Essay Paper 2021
“Do not waste water even if you were at a running stream”.1.
Meaning purposive education.2.
COVID-19: A wake-up call for Pakistani researchers.3.
Human inventions move societies backwards.4.
Universal human equality is utopic.5.
Bureaucracy doldrums.6.
Gender equality: A popular slogan7.
Pros and cons of globalization.8.
Intercultural communication is the panacea to avoid the 3rd world War.9.
“I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed”.10.

ChatGPT Response (Which is out of the blue, you
will surely find some of the topics in the
Upcoming CSS Exams Paper:)

Sure, I can help you create a CSS Essay Paper for 2023. Let’s try to be innovative
and cover different topics that align with current and anticipated trends,
international relations, political matters, societal issues, environmental concerns,
and ethical considerations.

Here is the CSS Special English Essay Paper
2023:

Understanding the intricacies of Cyber Warfare and its impact on1.
international relations.
The Role of Artificial Intelligence in Shaping the 21st Century2.
Economy.
Cybersecurity and state sovereignty: an evolving battleground.3.
The Power of Empathy in a polarized world.4.
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“Silence is the ultimate weapon of power.” An exploration of5.
nonviolent resistance in political struggles.
The influence of cryptocurrency on global finance systems.6.
The intersectionality of social issues: Race, class, and gender.7.
The role of youth in fostering peace and conflict resolution.8.
The Impact of mental health awareness on societal norms.9.
“A house divided against itself cannot stand.” The influence of10.
political polarization on national unity.

Each topic is designed to let the candidate demonstrate their analytical abilities,
comprehensive understanding of international and local affairs, and their ability
to articulate complex ideas in a coherent manner.

Disclaimer: The topics provided herein, generated by an AI model from OpenAI, are hypothetical and intended for
CSS exam preparation purposes only, not as actual CSS exam questions or guarantees for future examinations.
CSSMCQs.com bears no responsibility for the accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of any information
provided by the AI. Users are advised to use these topics as a guide and undertake further personal research.
CSSMCQs.com accepts no liability for any misunderstandings, misinterpretations, or misuse of the information
provided.


